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Place Setting, Cutlery Wrap and Menu
You Will Need:
Sizzix® Big Shot™ (660200), Sizzix® Big Shot™
Express (660850) or Sizzix® Big Shot™ Plus
Machine (660020)
Sizzix® Framelits™ Die Set 8PK – Tag Collection
(658784)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die – Flowers, 3-D (656545)
Sizzix® Thinlits™ Die Set 9PK – Garden Greens
by Tim Holtz® (661206)
Sizzix® Thinlits™ Die Set 7PK – Hello Doily by
Lori Whitlock (661096)
Grey napkin
Cutlery
Assorted card
Paper raffia
Liquid Glass by DecoArt
Glue gun
How To Make – Place Name Tag:
1. Measure your tag die and use a PC to create and print the names within the dimensions of your chosen tag before
printing onto ivory card.
2. Die-cut the ivory name tag and a plain dark grey tag. Use the lace border die to trim the grey tag in half and
mount onto the ivory tag together with an ivory circle.
3. Die-cut the blue spiral flower and use a pair of tweezers to roll into shape before securing at the base with hot
glue. Gently curl back most of the petals to create a more natural blossom.
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How To Make – Place Name Tag (continued):
4. Die-cut the branch from pale green card and add dimension by gently curling some of the leaves. Attach the flower
and leaf to the end of the tag.
5. Apply strategically placed dots of Liquid Glass to give the impression of dew before attaching the tag around the
neck of the cutlery with a length of paper raffia.
How To Make – Cutlery Wrap:
1. Fold the napkin to create a pocket to house the cutlery and measure a strip of dark grey card so that it fits snugly
around the napkin/cutlery.
2. Die-cut the two shades of small blue spiral flowers and one large pink flower. Use a pair of tweezers to roll each
flower into shape before securing at the base with hot glue. Gently curl back most of the petals to create more
natural looking blossoms.
3. Die-cut a selection of foliage in various shades of card before gently curling the leaves and mount the foliage and
flowers onto the centre of the grey wrap.
4. Apply strategically placed dots of Liquid Glass to give the impression of dew.
How To Make – Menu:
1. Measure the width of the wrap and use a computer to create and print the menu onto ivory card so that it fits
neatly beneath.
2. Print onto ivory card and crop to size before matting onto dark blue card then attach to a rectangle of pale blue
card.
3. Cut a rectangle of ivory card the same width as the light blue card and trim the top and base using the lace border
die.
4. Attach the menu to the ivory card and slide beneath the grey wrap.
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